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Four Sisters, All Queens Oct 12 2020 Rich in intrigue and scheming,
love and lust, Sherry Jones’s vibrant historical novel follows four
women destined to sway the fate of nations and the hearts of kings…
Amid the lush valleys and fragrant wildflowers of Provence,
Marguerite, Eléonore, Sanchia, and Beatrice have learned to charm,
hunt, dance, and debate under the careful tutelage of their ambitious
mother—and to abide by the countess’s motto: “Family comes first.”
With Provence under constant attack, their legacy and safety depend
upon powerful alliances. Marguerite’s illustrious match with the young
King Louis IX makes her Queen of France. Soon
Eléonore—independent and daring—is betrothed to Henry III of
England. In turn, shy, devout Sanchia and tempestuous Beatrice wed
noblemen who will also make them queens. Yet a crown is no
guarantee of protection. Enemies are everywhere, from Marguerite’s
duplicitous mother-in-law to vengeful lovers and land-hungry barons.
Then there are the dangers that come from within, as loyalty
succumbs to bitter sibling rivalry, and sister is pitted against sister for
the prize each believes is rightfully hers—Provence itself. From the
treacherous courts of France and England, to the bloody tumult of the
Crusades, Sherry Jones traces the extraordinary true story of four
fascinating sisters whose passions, conquests, and progeny shaped the
course of history.
I Almost Divorced My Husband, But I Went on Strike Instead Sep 30
2019 A step-by-step plan to redistribute domestic responsibilities and
ultimately avoid divorce.
The Heart Is a Universe Sep 10 2020 From USA Today-bestselling
author Sherry Thomas comes this sublime love story set in the far
future, and perhaps a different universe altogether… On the remote
planet of Pax Cara lies the greatest secret of the universe. Once every
generation, the inhabitants must offer up an exceptional young
person—the Chosen One--who sacrifices his or her own life for the
sake of that secret, and the planet itself. But Vitalis, the current
Chosen One, is desperate to break free of the yoke of destiny. An
unexpected invitation to an aristocratic courtship summit seems to be
the perfect opportunity for her escape. As soon as she arrives,
however, she receives a proposal of marriage from the most eligible
prince in existence. Eleian of Terra Illustrata can have any woman he
wants. Why has he set his sight on Vitalis, who, unless she manages to
flee, will die in sixteen standard days? Is it as simple as he declares,
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“To know you as I’ve always wanted to, but never had the chance?” Or
is he hiding an ulterior motive, one that could put her plans, her life,
and her heart in jeopardy? And can Vitalis truly say no to the man she
has secretly loved all her life? This is a novella of 32,000 words. Tags:
Futuristic romance, royal romance, supernatural romance,
multicultural and interracial romance, The Chosen One, interplanetary
romance
Which Will Win? May 07 2020 I had a parasite that should have
killed me. The doctor told me there was no cure for me and that he the
doubted that the medication would work. Hope is a powerful thing
when it is the answer to life. I could have quit and let the doctor have
the final say. He did not. I put my hope in JESUS the author of my
faith. When I prayed to JESUS, HE answered me. I was cured and my
faith grew even bigger. There really is nothing JESUS cannot do. HE is
victorious in everything. Come join in a journey that you have never
experienced before now. JESUS is not a fictional character and myths
to be told. HE is the answer to all your questions. Dive into this book
and see a difference it can make. Which Will Win? Is the title of this
book. We ask many questions that have more than one choice. Which
Will Win? One word can change your life forever. I have heard such
words as cancer and parasite. Most people lose hope with a diagnose
as these are. I refuse to give up my faith in JESUS. Come join me in my
journey of life. These messages can change and challenge you. How
you perceive these messages are the essence of this book. My name is
Sherry L. Gray. I live in a century farm in Minnesota with my husband
Louis. Our experiences together have taught us how to live an
abundant life. We found faith and hope through JESUS CHRIST. May
you find hope in your faith.
A Study in Scarlet Women Aug 22 2021
The Jewel of Medina Aug 29 2019 This novel, banned shortly before
publication in Sept '08 by Random House, attracting British and worldwide media attention, tells for the first time the moving but little
known love story between Mohammed and his favoured wife Ai'sha. A
wonderful fast-paced novel and an uplifting subject that readers from
all religions will enjoy.
Not Quite a Husband Nov 05 2022 “Sherry Thomas is the most
powerfully original historical romance author writing today.”—New
York Times bestselling author Lisa Kleypas The last person Bryony
Asquith expects to visit her on the North-West Frontier of British India
is Leo Marsden, the handsomest, most talented man she has ever
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met—not to mention, her husband before their marriage was quietly
annulled three years ago. Leo has loved Bryony since he was a young
boy—and she the older, beautiful, coolly self-possessed girl from a
neighboring estate. He only became more fascinated by her when,
defying her genteel upbringing, she attended medical school and
became a surgeon. Their marriage should have been a dream come
true, not a silent wreck of distress and estrangement. But now, with
her father ailing, they must brave a perilous road through some of the
most inhospitable terrains on earth. When a rebellion against the
British Empire erupts in their path, they would risk their lives to
ensure a safe passage home. But do these reunited lovers dare risk
their hearts and fall in love again, when so much has gone wrong
before? Beautifully written and deeply moving, this RITA® award
winner for Best Historical Romance of 2011 is simply one of the finest
romances ever published.
Private Arrangements Apr 29 2022 Love has designs of its own.… To
all of London society, Lord and Lady Tremaine had the ideal
arrangement: a marriage based on civility, courteousness, and
freedom—by all accounts, a perfect marriage. The reason? For the last
ten years, husband and wife have resided on separate continents. But
once upon a time, things were quite different for the
Tremaines….When Gigi Rowland first laid eyes on Camden Saybrook,
the attraction was immediate and overwhelming. But what began in a
spark of passion ended in betrayal the morning after their
wedding—and now Gigi wants to be free to marry again. When
Camden returns from America with an outrageous demand in
exchange for her freedom, Gigi’s decision will have consequences she
never imagined, as secrets are exposed, desire is rekindled—and one
of London’s most admired couples must either fall in love all over
again…or let each other go forever.
Going Up! Jul 21 2021 An elevator ride to a birthday party turns into a
shared experience bursting with joy in this multicultural story about
community, togetherness and the special feeling of belonging. Today is
Olive’s birthday party, and Sophie and her dad have baked cookies.
Sophie’s dad holds the platter so Sophie can push the elevator button
for the tenth floor. But on the way up, the elevator stops for the
Santucci brothers. Then, for Vicky, Babs, and their dog, Norman. And,
as the elevator ascends, more neighbors squeeze in: the Habibs, the
Flores family, Mr. Kwan. Everyone’s going to the party! Such a
wonderful, close-knit building — kids will want to move right in!
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Delicious Jul 01 2022 Famous in Paris, infamous in London, Verity
Durant is as well-known for her mouthwatering cuisine as for her
scandalous love life. But that’s the least of the surprises awaiting her
new employer when he arrives at the estate of Fairleigh Park following
the unexpected death of his brother. To rising political star Stuart
Somerset, Verity Durant is just a name and food is just food, until her
first dish touches his lips. Only one other time had he felt such pure
arousal–a dangerous night of passion with a stranger, who
disappeared at dawn. Ten years is a long time to wait for the main
course, but when Verity Durant arrives at his table, there’s only one
thing that will satisfy Stuart’s appetite for more. But is his hunger for
lust, revenge–or that rarest of delicacies, love? For Verity’s past has a
secret that could devour them both even as they reach for the most
delicious fruit of all.…
Ride the Fire May 19 2021 Sometimes survival isn’t just about
staying alive… Widowed and alone on the frontier, Elspeth Stewart
will do whatever it takes to protect herself and her unborn child from
the dangers of the wilderness and of men. Though her youthful beauty
doesn’t show it, she is broken and scarred from the way men have
treated her. So when a stranger wanders onto Bethie’s land, wounded
and needing her aid, she takes no risks, tying him to the bed and
hiding his weapons before ministering to his injuries. But Bethie’s
defenses cannot keep Nicholas Kenleigh from breaking down her
emotional walls. The scars on his body speak of a violent past, but his
gentleness, warmth, and piercing eyes arouse longings in her that she
never imagined she had. As Nicholas and Bethie reveal to each other
both their hidden desires and their tortured secrets, they discover that
riding the flames of their passion might be the key to burning away the
nightmares of their pasts.
The Magnolia Sword Dec 14 2020 CHINA, 484 A.D. A Warrior in
Disguise All her life, Mulan has trained for one purpose: to win the
duel that every generation in her family must fight. If she prevails, she
can reunite a pair of priceless heirloom swords separated decades
earlier, and avenge her father, who was paralyzed in his own duel.
Then a messenger from the Emperor arrives, demanding that all
families send one soldier to fight the Rouran invaders in the north.
Mulan’s father cannot go. Her brother is just a child. So she ties up
her hair, takes up her sword, and joins the army as a man. A War for a
Dynasty Thanks to her martial arts skills, Mulan is chosen for an elite
team under the command of the princeling—the royal duke’s son, who
is also the handsomest man she’s ever seen. But the princeling has
secrets of his own, which explode into Mulan’s life and shake up
everything she knows. As they cross the Great Wall to face the enemy
beyond, Mulan and the princeling must find a way to unwind their
past, unmask a traitor, and uncover the plans for the Rouran
invasion…before it’s too late. Inspired by wuxia martial-arts dramas as
well as the centuries-old ballad of Mulan, The Magnolia Sword is a
thrilling, romantic, and sharp-edged novel that lives up to its beloved
heroine.
Black Dog Summer Sep 22 2021 "Originally published in 2014 in
Great Britain by Head of Zeus"--Title page verso.
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A Time to Swill Jul 29 2019 Bestselling author Sherry Harris gives us
the second in a new cozy mystery series featuring a bartender sleuth
in the tiny town of Emerald Cove, Florida. BAD TO THE BONE Chloe
loves her new life pouring beers and mixing cocktails at the Sea Glass
Saloon in the Florida Panhandle town of Emerald Cove. But on the job,
the only exercise she gets is walking from one end of the bar to the
other, so in the mornings she loves to run on the beach. On this
morning’s foggy run, she spots a sailboat washed up on a sandbar.
Hearing a cry, she climbs aboard the beached vessel to investigate and
finds not only a mewling kitten—but a human skeleton in the cabin.
The skeleton is tied back to Chloe’s friend Ralph, whose wife
disappeared on a sailboat with three other people twelve years ago.
Believing his wife was lost at sea, Ralph remarried. Now he finds
himself a murder suspect. Chloe is determined to find out who’s been
up to some skulduggery, but her sleuthing will lead her into some
rough waters and some bone-chilling revelations… “Entertaining…a
pleasantly appealing debut series.” —Dru’s Books Musings
The Art of Theft Feb 25 2022 Charlotte Holmes, Lady Sherlock, is
back solving new cases in the Victorian-set mystery series from the
USA Today bestselling author of The Hollow of Fear. As “Sherlock
Holmes, consulting detective,” Charlotte Holmes has solved murders
and found missing individuals. But she has never stolen a priceless
artwork—or rather, made away with the secrets hidden behind a
much-coveted canvas. But Mrs. Watson is desperate to help her old
friend recover those secrets and Charlotte finds herself involved in a
fever-paced scheme to infiltrate a glamorous Yuletide ball where the
painting is one handshake away from being sold and the secrets a bare
breath from exposure. Her dear friend Lord Ingram, her sister Livia,
Livia’s admirer Stephen Marbleton—everyone pitches in to help and
everyone has a grand time. But nothing about this adventure is what it
seems and disaster is biding time on the grounds of a glittering French
chateau, waiting only for Charlotte to make a single mistake…
His at Night Sep 03 2022 “Searing, tender and filled with passion,
Sherry’s writing is nothing short of a revelation.”—New York Times
bestselling author Lisa Kleypas Lord Vere is handsome, strapping, and
sweet. The only problem? He is an idiot. Or is he a secret agent of the
Crown, solving crimes and bringing evildoers to justice, all the while
playing the part of the dimwit to facilitate his investigative work?
Elissande Edgerton is desperate to break free of her uncle’s
malevolent control, so desperate she is willing to marry any man, even
an idiot like Lord Vere, who believes that diamonds grow in oysters.
Their dramatic wedding night, however, changes Elissande’s mind.
She begins to suspect that Vere is not who he appears to be. Can she
make this interesting and complicated man drop his mask—and bare
his heart—before secrets of the past tear them apart? By turns laughout-loud funny and deeply poignant, packed with both danger and
simmering sexual tension, this RITA® award winner for Best
Historical Romance of 2011 is a treat not to be missed.
Not Quite a Husband Oct 04 2022 Sherry Thomas is one of the
hottest new voices in historical romance, garnering the highest praise
from today’s bestselling writers (“Entrancing.” —Mary Balogh;
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“Ravishingly sinful, intelligent and addictive.” —Eloisa James). Now
Sherry delivers this powerful story of a remarkable woman and the
love she thought she’d never find—with the man she thought she’d lost
forever.… Their marriage lasted only slightly longer than the
honeymoon—to no one’s surprise, not even Bryony Asquith’s. A man as
talented, handsome, and sought after by society as Leo Marsden
couldn't possibly want to spend his entire life with a woman who
rebelled against propriety by becoming a doctor. Why, then, three
years after their annulment and half a world away, does he track her
down at her clinic in the remotest corner of India? Leo has no reason
to think Bryony could ever forgive him for the way he treated her, but
he won’t rest until he’s delivered an urgent message from her
sister—and fulfilled his duty by escorting her safely back to England.
But as they risk their lives for each other on the journey home, will the
biggest danger be the treacherous war around them—or their
rekindling passion?
A Dance in Moonlight Feb 13 2021 Don’t miss this poignant novella
from acclaimed and bestselling historical romance author Sherry
Thomas! “Searing, tender and filled with passion, Sherry’s writing is
nothing short of a revelation.”—New York Times bestselling author
Lisa Kleypas After losing her childhood sweetheart to another woman,
Isabelle Englewood is heartsick. But then something remarkable
happens: Upon arriving at Doyle’s Grange, her new home, she meets
Ralston Fitzwilliam, who looks almost exactly like the man she cannot
have. Come late at night, she tells him, so I can make love to you
pretending that you are the one I love. Little does she realize what she
is about to unleash.
A Study In Scarlet Women Mar 05 2020 USA Today bestselling author
Sherry Thomas turns the story of the renowned Sherlock Holmes
upside down in the first novel in this Victorian mystery series.... With
her inquisitive mind, Charlotte Holmes has never felt comfortable with
the demureness expected of the fairer sex in upper class society. But
even she never thought that she would become a social pariah, an
outcast fending for herself on the mean streets of London. When the
city is struck by a trio of unexpected deaths and suspicion falls on her
sister and her father, Charlotte is desperate to find the true culprits
and clear the family name. She’ll have help from friends new and
old—a kind-hearted widow, a police inspector, and a man who has long
loved her. But in the end, it will be up to Charlotte, under the assumed
name Sherlock Holmes, to challenge society’s expectations and match
wits against an unseen mastermind. An NPR Best Book of 2016
Miss Moriarty, I Presume? Jan 15 2021 Charlotte Holmes comes
face to face with her enemy when Moriarty turns to her in his hour of
need, in the USA Today bestselling series set in Victorian England. A
most unexpected client shows up at Charlotte Holmes’s doorstep:
Moriarty himself. Moriarty fears that tragedy has befallen his daughter
and wants Charlotte to find out the truth. Charlotte and Mrs. Watson
travel to a remote community of occult practitioners where Moriarty’s
daughter was last seen, a place full of lies and liars. Meanwhile,
Charlotte’s sister Livia tries to make sense of a mysterious message
from her beau Mr. Marbleton. And Charlotte’s longtime friend and ally
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Lord Ingram at last turns his seductive prowess on Charlotte—or is it
the other way around? But the more secrets Charlotte unravels about
Miss Moriarty’s disappearance, the more she wonders why Moriarty
has entrusted this delicate matter to her of all people. Is it merely to
test Charlotte’s skills as an investigator, or has the man of shadows
trapped her in a nest of vipers?
Why Men Marry Bitches Apr 05 2020 Traditional Chinese edition of
Why Men Marry Bitches:A Womans Guide to Winning Her Mans Heart.
Note: the word "bitch" simply means strong women. In Chinese.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Claiming the Duchess Jan 27 2022 Clarissa, the widowed Duchess of
Lexington, has two great loves: the reticent and reclusive Mr. James
Kingston and her faithful correspondent Miss Julia Kirkland, whom
Clarissa has never met. Now both Mr. Kingston and Miss Kirkland are
due to arrive at Clarissa’s house—and Clarissa is about to find out that
nothing of either is as she has been led to believe… This is a short
story of 6,000 words. Tags secret identity romance, nobility, second
chance, rich, Victorian romance, Edwardian romance, epistolary
romance
The Iron Duke Aug 10 2020 Seductive danger and steampunk
adventure abound in the gritty world of the Iron Seas, where nanotech
is fused with Victorian sensibilities--and steam. This edition contains
bonus materials.
Why Men Marry Bitches Jul 09 2020
Tempting the Bride Dec 02 2019 ONE OF LIBRARY JOURNAL'S BEST
ROMANCES OF THE YEAR In this new masterpiece of historical
romance from the acclaimed, USA Today bestselling Sherry Thomas, a
headstrong beauty is rescued by the notorious rake she has always
despised... Helena Fitzhugh understands perfectly well that she would
be ruined should her secret love affair be discovered. So when a
rendezvous goes wrong and she is about to be caught in the act, it is
with the greatest reluctance that she accepts help from David
Hillsborough, Viscount Hastings, and elopes with him to save her
reputation. Helena has despised David since they were children—the
notorious rake has tormented her all her life. David, on the other hand,
has always loved Helena, but his pride will never let him admit the
secrets of his heart. A carriage accident the day after their elopement,
however, robs Helena of her memory—the slate is wiped clean. At last
David dares to reveal his love, and she finds him both fascinating and
desirable. But what will happen when her memory returns and she
realizes she has fallen for a man she has sworn never to trust?
The Empathy Diaries Oct 31 2019 “A beautiful book… an instant
classic of the genre.” —Dwight Garner, New York Times • A New York
Times Critics’ Top Book of 2021 • A New York Times Book Review
Editors' Choice • Named a Best Nonfiction Book of 2021 by Kirkus •
Winner of the 2021 National Jewish Book Award in Autobiography &
Memoir • Winner of the New England Society Book Award in
Nonfiction MIT psychologist and bestselling author of Reclaiming
Conversation and Alone Together, Sherry Turkle's intimate memoir of
love and work For decades, Sherry Turkle has shown how we remake
ourselves in the mirror of our machines. Here, she illuminates our
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present search for authentic connection in a time of uncharted
challenges. Turkle has spent a career composing an intimate
ethnography of our digital world; now, marked by insight, humility,
and compassion, we have her own. In this vivid and poignant
narrative, Turkle ties together her coming-of-age and her
pathbreaking research on technology, empathy, and ethics. Growing
up in postwar Brooklyn,Turkle searched for clues to her identity in a
house filled with mysteries. She mastered the codes that governed her
mother's secretive life. She learned never to ask about her absent
scientist father--and never to use his name, her name. Before empathy
became a way to find connection, it was her strategy for survival.
Turkle's intellect and curiosity brought her to worlds on the threshold
of change. She learned friendship at a Harvard-Radcliffe on the cusp
of coeducation during the antiwar movement, she mourned the loss of
her mother in Paris as students returned from the 1968 barricades,
and she followed her ambition while fighting for her place as a woman
and a humanist at MIT. There, Turkle found turbulent love and
chronicled the wonders of the new computer culture, even as she
warned of its threat to our most essential human connections. The
Empathy Diaries captures all this in rich detail--and offers a master
class in finding meaning through a life's work.
Murder on Cold Street Mar 29 2022 Charlotte Holmes, Lady
Sherlock, is back solving new cases in the Victorian-set mystery series
from the USA Today bestselling author of The Art of Theft. Inspector
Treadles, Charlotte Holmes’s friend and collaborator, has been found
locked in a room with two dead men, both of whom worked with his
wife at the great manufacturing enterprise she has recently inherited.
Rumors fly. Had Inspector Treadles killed the men because they had
opposed his wife’s initiatives at every turn? Had he killed in a fit of
jealous rage, because he suspected Mrs. Treadles of harboring deeper
feelings for one of the men? To make matters worse, he refuses to
speak on his own behalf, despite the overwhelming evidence against
him. Charlotte finds herself in a case strewn with lies and secrets. But
which lies are to cover up small sins, and which secrets would flay
open a past better left forgotten? Not to mention, how can she
concentrate on only murders, when Lord Ingram, her oldest friend and
sometime lover, at last dangles before her the one thing she has
always wanted?
The One in My Heart Feb 02 2020 Bestselling historical romance
author Sherry Thomas branches out with her first contemporary
romance about a chance meeting a lifetime in the making, and an allconsuming affair without a single predictable moment. When
Evangeline Canterbury meets the gorgeous, intriguing doctor next
door, all she wants from him is a bit of distraction, to help her get over
a few rough days. Her one-night stand, however, has other plans: He
needs an accomplished and presentable girlfriend to bring before his
parents-and for six months of her time, he is willing and prepared to
spend an obscene amount of money. Nothing but trouble can come of
such an arrangement. But can Eva stop herself? Or will she fall
headlong in love with a man who will leave her when their contract
expires with a smile, a check, and hardly a backward glance? "I am
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magnificently and irreparably ruined by her books."-Kristan Higgins,
New York Times bestselling author
Taking Back My Life Nov 12 2020 When Sherry marries and moves
to a small town in East Tennessee, she is madly in love and excited
about starting her new life with her handsome new husband. Her
happiness is soon shattered when he reveals himself to be a
controlling tyrant with a hair trigger temper. With no job, no money,
and no place to go, she feels powerless, trapped in a marriage she now
believes is doomed. Feeling she has no other option, she finds a job in
her new town and settles into married life. In the years that follow,
Sherry's work, new friendships and the burgeoning women's
movement help her find her voice. Guided by a new-found strength
and a deepening sense of self, she challenges her husband's rigid
control of her. Up until that time, his abuse had been emotional and
psychological, but a night of physical violence leaves her battered and
bruised. Her spirit nearly broken, she struggles to find the courage to
give up everything for freedom and an uncertain future.
Deep Winter Dec 26 2021 From a relatively normal American life to a
survival situation in moments, this story follows the Drummond family
as they learn to adapt to a now, very different community...and world.
Beginning on a bitter cold January night, the story begins with a series
of earthquakes tearing through the Pacific Northwest....and in the
following days the family--and the nation--face challenges from
unexpected sources....
Delivered With Love Mar 17 2021 An old love letter found in the glove
compartment of a young woman's inherited '72 Volkswagen propels
her to leave her life in Los Angeles and go to the small town of
Capitola, California. There her dream of finding the writer of the letter
leads her on an unexpected journey that changes her life forever.
Claire James, age twenty-three, is ready to make it on her own. When
she's fired from her job as a waitress and subsequently kicked out of
her sister's home, she sees it as an opportunity to start over. But even
before moving, a thirty-five-year-old love letter written to her mother
keeps Claire stuck in the past. Michael Thompson, a middle-aged real
estate agent, wants to keep the past where it belongs--at least until his
grown daughter is married. But, then a young woman comes to town . .
Delicious Apr 17 2021 A rising political star, Stuart Somerset gets
more than he had bargained for when he meets his talented new chef,
Verity Durant, and finds himself attracted to more than just her
cooking abilities. By the author of Private Arrangements. Original.
Damn Delicious Jun 07 2020 The debut cookbook by the creator of
the wildly popular blog Damn Delicious proves that quick and easy
doesn't have to mean boring.Blogger Chungah Rhee has attracted
millions of devoted fans with recipes that are undeniable 'keepers'each one so simple, so easy, and so flavor-packed, that you reach for
them busy night after busy night. In Damn Delicious, she shares
exclusive new recipes as well as her most beloved dishes, all designed
to bring fun and excitement into everyday cooking. From fiveingredient Mini Deep Dish Pizzas to no-fuss Sheet Pan Steak &
Veggies and 20-minute Spaghetti Carbonara, the recipes will help
even the most inexperienced cooks spend less time in the kitchen and
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more time around the table.Packed with quickie breakfasts, 30-minute
skillet sprints, and speedy takeout copycats, this cookbook is
guaranteed to inspire readers to whip up fast, healthy, homemade
meals that are truly 'damn delicious!'
Dead of Spring Jun 27 2019 With Sherry Knowlton's trademark mix
of feminism, history, romance, and fast-paced thrills, Dead of Spring
skyrockets from the fracking fields of the Marcellus Shale to the Three
Mile Island nuclear disaster of 1979 to the rolling hills of Tuscany to
the halls of Pennsylvania state government.
Private Arrangements Jan 03 2020 Love has designs of its own.… To
all of London society, Lord and Lady Tremaine had the ideal
arrangement: a marriage based on civility, courteousness, and
freedom—by all accounts, a perfect marriage. The reason? For the last
ten years, husband and wife have resided on separate continents. But
once upon a time, things were quite different for the
Tremaines….When Gigi Rowland first laid eyes on Camden Saybrook,
the attraction was immediate and overwhelming. But what began in a
spark of passion ended in betrayal the morning after their
wedding—and now Gigi wants to be free to marry again. When
Camden returns from America with an outrageous demand in
exchange for her freedom, Gigi’s decision will have consequences she
never imagined, as secrets are exposed, desire is rekindled—and one
of London’s most admired couples must either fall in love all over
again…or let each other go forever.
Opening Belle Nov 24 2021 A self-made, thirty-something Wall Street
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star juggles the impossible demands of working in sexist environments
and raising her children with a deadbeat husband while considering
the life she may have had with her former fiancé.
A Conspiracy in Belgravia Oct 24 2021 The game is afoot as
Charlotte Holmes returns in the atmospheric second novel in USA
Today bestseller Sherry Thomas’s Victorian-set Lady Sherlock series.
Being shunned by Society gives Charlotte Holmes the time and
freedom to put her extraordinary powers of deduction to good use. As
“Sherlock Holmes, consulting detective,” aided by the capable Mrs.
Watson, she’s had great success helping with all manner of inquiries,
but she’s not prepared for the new client who arrives at her Upper
Baker Street office. Lady Ingram, wife of Charlotte’s dear friend and
benefactor, wants Sherlock Holmes to find her first love, who failed to
show up at their annual rendezvous. Matters of loyalty and discretion
aside, the case becomes even more personal for Charlotte as the
missing man is none other than Myron Finch, her illegitimate half
brother. In the meanwhile, Charlotte wrestles with a surprising
proposal of marriage, a mysterious stranger woos her sister Livia, and
an unidentified body surfaces where least expected. Charlotte’s
investigative prowess is challenged as never before: Can she find her
brother in time—or will he, too, end up as a nameless corpse
somewhere in the belly of London? “Sherry Thomas has done the
impossible and crafted a fresh, exciting new version of Sherlock
Holmes. From the carefully plotted twists to the elegant turns of
phrase, A Study in Scarlet Women is a splendid addition to Holmes’s
world. This book is everything I hoped it would be, and the next
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adventure cannot come too soon!” —Deanna Raybourn, New York
Times bestselling author
Ravishing the Heiress: Fitzhugh Book 2 May 31 2022 Fans of Grace
Burrowes, Liz Carlyle, Meredith Duran, Sarah Maclean and Courtney
Milan will be enthralled by the dazzling talent of Sherry Thomas in this
emotional romance in which a kindhearted beauty will do all in her
power to make her arranged marriage a real marriage. Millicent
understands the terms of her arranged marriage all too well. She
becomes a countess by marrying an impoverished earl, saving his
family from bankruptcy with her vast wealth. Because of her youth,
they have agreed to wait eight years before consummating the
marriage. Then they will beget an heir, after which they will lead
separate lives. It is a most sensible arrangement. Except for one little
thing. Somehow Millie has fallen head over heels in love with her
husband - her husband, who plans to reunite with his childhood
sweetheart, as soon as he has honoured the pact with his wife...
Discover more of the acclaimed romance by Sherry Thomas in the
other books in her compelling Fitzhugh trilogy, Beguiling the Beauty
and Tempting the Bride, along with the highly praised The Luckiest
Lady In London.
The Luckiest Lady in London Aug 02 2022 Louisa Cantwell must
marry rich to support her sisters, but dare she fall in love with a man
of so many dark and devastating secrets as the Marquess of
Wrenworth? (romance).
The Hollow of Fear Jun 19 2021
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